
I am in our Dutch house and get a mail from the Italian secessionist party. They have actually enlisted me and I find an additional letter written by hand. I then think that the leader wrote to me but then I realize that it is a random person who just wrote me nonsense to have me vote for them.

I am helping an old Swiss student to carry a piece of a furniture he has designed to an apartment. As we enter I realize that he the furniture is very big and all made of orange plastic. Some doors do not open and as we try to fix it I read on a paper that it took over three years to be delivered.

I am in a bar in the mountains and get to talk to a guy. As he tells me about when he was young I realize I have to light the cigarette of a friend. I then go out and notice the leader of a populist party trying to feed a cat with its own pooh. The latter is tied up and he forces the pooh in his mouth.

I am reading a book in my mountain apartment when my Polish friend arrives. He must have traveled a long way but I don't greet him. He also starts reading but then I propose him to go for a walk. The weather is sunny and we meet his Jewish girlfriend walking the opposite way uphill.

I am in a gallery setting up all the parts of my project. It is all very messy and I soon realize that I still haven't heard from the gallery whether I was selected. I then use my phone to look for their email but only find an advertisement for a residency they propose on a different subject. 

I am on a ski lift with my son and it takes us across the mountain where I want to build my cathedral. I then realize that the view on the opposite side is much better than the view on the field where I want to build it. As we cross the latter we reach a summer resort filled with condominiums.

I am in an assembly and see that an important politician is seating on a big table all by himself. I then approach with the intention of presenting him my project to get his political help. As I start explaining him what I intend to do I realize that he is too high in rank to contact anyone below him.

I am in a shop with my girlfriend looking for a pair of boots. I want some classic ones but a shop assistant keeps showing me strange models. He starts from a low price and then goes higher but the models do not get any better and the last one looks identical to the hiking shoes I already have.

I am in my native village and decide to go to the main church to attend the mass. I then hurry through the square and almost reach the entrance but then see that my step cousin is standing next to a shop. I go to greet him and the shop owner also recognizes calling me by my last name. 

I am in my new property showing my parents around. I have even painted the lines on the asphalt road but my parents don't realize it. They actually come with their car and tells me to get inside. I do so and realize my stepfather wants to bring me to the seaside to go rowing with his colleague.

I am driving down a mountain on a small road and reach a village. I then see a sign showing that there is a road back to my native place where I just come from. I then ask a girl standing next to the church and she tells me that that the road is as long as the one I have come down from.

I am watching a program about a farm. They show young people working there and one of them opening the skull of one sheep. He the tries to remove its horns while it is still alive but the knife is not sharp. He finally manages and I can see that the horns can be already worn on the ears.

I am in a bar and realize that I have just shot three darts. I have threw them to demonstrate my Chinese boss how good I am to keep working for him. The first one hits the wall and the second one almost hits the target but the third and last dart hits him in the forehead but does not kill him.

I am in the house of a lady and say farewell to her but realize that she wants to kiss me. I only shake her hand and go out but then remember that I forgot my camera. I go back inside and this time she kisses me not afraid that her husband might arrive. Her house starts moving like a caravan.

I am in a gas station filling my new car and start driving back in the highway. I soon realize that the pump is still attached and I have dragged it along with a truck attached on the diesel. The owner wants to help me drive the truck back but I get on my car and drive very fast to the highway.

I am walking in the suburbs and see a man carrying a wheel. I the realize he is the technician I requested to fix the gas meter and he needs the wheel to seat. I then take him in my apartment and find that there is a foreign family renting a room and my Greek tenant cooking on the gas stove.

I am in a university talking to some students about my project. A girl tells me about a special kind of cement that can be used to enforce the walls outside. The name of the kind of cement is too difficult to remember and I walk with her to the cafeteria to order coffee even though I don't drink it.

I am locking the door of my Swedish apartment when my Venetian neighoubour walks down. I then tell him that I can help him paint the walls of the staircase that have still a lot of yellow spots from the previous paint. He takes me downstairs where the paint is but cannot find the blue paint. 

I am in a classroom and place my desk in the middle. I then realize that I am blocking the way to my classmates who wants to seat in the back and I anyway won't be able to copy the exams answers from anyone. I then move to the very back but the classmates there are even more ignorant.

I am in an old Italian city looking for a place where to sleep. I keep walking along a river and find a group of fans seating in front of a stage where two new rappers are performing one after the other. I then seat with them even though I realize that it was a corrupted manager to bring them there.

I am walking on a beach and see a group of black guys playing volleyball against one white girl. They try to get the ball across but keep getting against the net. One of them try to serve and finally the ball gets over the net but the woman shoot it back and the black guys fail once again.

I am with an old friend going under a long tunnel. He starts telling me how he has caught the new American president editing his own encyclopedia page online. The edits are actually written on the white painted tunnel and I use my fingers to remove parts of it even though it gets quite dirty.

I am with my grown up son in a park when I see that a beautiful girl is looking at him on the other side. She is standing by a small fountain under a tree and I send him to her. He listens to me but I also decide to follow and ask her is she is Polish. She is actually Ukrainian and quite ugly.

I am watching a movie about a woman who is going to be raped. She is actually by the altar of a church and walks out removing her black t-shirt and showing her big breast. By the time she walks out of the church she is only wearing her underwear and suddenly shows she has a dick.

I am in an apartment meeting my old friends. They all just had a new baby and I go call my girlfriend who is also giving birth to a baby. The latter died getting birth in the backseat of a car where there were too many dog hairs. I then try to counsel my girlfriend telling her we can try again.

I am going with my cross country skies in a valley below my mountains. My old friends sees me having a hard time to get out of a damaged side of the road. As a car passes by I manage to get on the good asphalt and start skiing really fast to the end of the valley where my best friend is waiting.

I am looking at my phone and see that my Turkish tenant has sent me a photo of him bathing in a river. I then tell him that I also bathed in the same river but more upstream. I also tell him how strong the current is there but realize that the stream goes the opposite way from where he is.

I am with my parents seating along a canal of an old Italian city. We are hungry and my stepfather goes to a nearby baker. The latter is his patient and has made a tray filled with loaves. My stepfather brings them to us and we start eating them but realize that there is a stake inside each one.

I am in a small square presenting my work to some artists. I then go go behind the screen to use a stationary computer to start the presentation but a long video starts and I am not able to stop it. I finally manage and try to show the public my archive but a virus doesn't allow me to access it.

I am walking on a long road outside of a city suburb and pass a small round about. I keep going straight and hear my phone. It is actually my Polish friend who wrote me a message. I am quite surprised and look what he wrote but it is only a foreign word. I then think it must be offensive.

I am walking in an old city with a few friends. We actually pass a shop owned by an old lady and I tell my friends to start singing. I make the beat hitting the walls with a pot and realize I am very good. As we start crossing a small medieval bridge I even start making the beat using my voice.

I am in the small gallery of an Indian institute and wait for the director to take photos of an installation. He is really professional but I don't understand why I am there. I try to approach him but he doesn't care about me and I only watch how he takes pictures and can fade the background.

I am in a villa and find a famous Russian media theorist seating under the staircase. I then tell him I sent him my thesis and he says that he has read it but doesn't agree with me about my notion of artists. I then tell him many examples of marginal artists rising from the second world war.

I am driving in the countryside with my son and his friend in the backseat. The road is very slippery and I am quite afraid also knowing that it is very slippery ahead. I realize I already drove down the slope once and let the break go to slip down as if we were on a roller coaster ride. 

I am in a class seating next to my Greek gay friend when the teacher gives us an exam. We have to write about a novel but I realize that I have already taken that exam. I can choose to talk about a different novel but I haven't read any on the list. I tell this to the teacher but she doesn't care.

I am with my son playing in my parents' mountain house. We are wrestling on the sofa but I soon realize that I have to leave. I tell him that but he starts singing an old song I taught him when he was little. I then decide to stay and squeeze some pimples on his nose but he has a sticker there.

I am in the big terminal of an airport and see an old Croatian colleague seating on top of a luggage scanner. I then go to him and show him the candies I have prepared to take to his kids. I am supposed to babysit them but he shows me that he has a big back packed and he is going to them.

I am in a room with my girlfriend and we talk about her pregnancy. She is afraid it is going to be hard to give birth for the first time but then tells me that she has given birth another time before. I don't seem to understand and she only explains that she did it for a friend and it was very short.

I am in my parents' old house seating with their old friends. I actually need to shower and go to a bathroom upstairs but see that I have a black pimple on my lip. I squeeze it but another one comes out and it is very long. I try to squeeze the other but worry that the guests are waiting for me.

I am in a car in the mountains seating next to a family friend. I then hear someone trying to crawl in from the back and realize that it is an old cousin. He manages to come in and punches the family friend in the face. The latter gets completely unconscious and we go out to meet my family.

I am on a street with my girlfriend and decide to set myself on fire. She agrees and I use a disinfecting lotion with alcohol to soak my clothes and then try to set them on fire with a match. I throw it down to my shoes that are very soaked but they do not get on fire even when my girlfriend tries.  

I am in a bedroom of a small apartment packing my son's clothes. He is going to move in with his mother and I feel very upset. I then go out through the kitchen but find my relatives there. I try to explain them the situation but feel so upset and start throwing many cups against the wall.

I am in a night club at night and watch the people on the dancing floor playing volleyball. One team is made of black people and they are really good at blocking the ball of the other team. I actually join them and it gets my turn to serve. I want to do it from below but then hit the ball too low.

I am walking on a rock formation eroded by the water. I find it pretty easy to go from one rock to another but suddenly end up on a cliff facing a precipice. I then try to stick more to the right and find that there is a stream of water going down the rock in a spiral. I try walking on a side of it.

I am with my son going on a rolling carpet to visit an attraction. We actually end up in a dark room and a lady wants to take a picture of us. My son also uses his camera to take a picture of her but it doesn't focus. I then try it and manage to get the focus working but not to take the picture.

I am in an hostel and wake up in the middle of the night. I then start packing my things and get ready to leave but meet a Japanese guy in the corridor. He wishes that I could stay longer and I try to explain to him that I am only changing hostel but then realize that the new hostel is worse.

I am in a small cafe in the countryside talking to an Italian guy. He tells me that the cafe is owned by his ex girlfriend and also the land all around it. He shows me his futuristic car parked outside and then explain to me that there they need a stronger receiver to connect to the mobile network. 

I am walking with my son next to a forest and see a snake. As we try to figure out what kind it was we see another one. I then hurry my son to a narrow escalator taking us through the forest. It actually soon stop and we need to get on another one and then on a normal staircase before exiting. 

I am walking in an Indian city and find very old and beautiful palaces. I enter one and reach my family on the top. There is a very beautiful view of the ocean there and I try to film it but cannot set my camera to the right format. I then go back in and realize that we are visiting a clinic.

I am in a tennis field and get to know my Australian coach. She is going to make me compete with my classmates and introduces me one that is black. I then admit that he must be much stronger than me and tell the coach that I even suffer from a back pain and don't know how I will perform.

I am outside a school waiting for my sister to join me. I try to send her my location but she doesn't answer and an Asian girl approaches me. The latter has also tried to call me but wants to double check my number. Meantime my step father arrives with my sister and I forget my number.

I am looking at a map with my stepfather and convince him to go biking in a valley. He wants us to book a restaurant there and I tell him that there are many options. My sister calls the bigger one but the owner tells he that they will be playing music. He makes us hear it and it is too loud.

I am seating in a jeep next to an old friend who was diagnosed with cancer. He looks very well and starts driving away from my mountain village. He is actually very fast and I look at how he turns the wheel using white leather gloves. He doesn't seem to care he is soon going to die.

I am in my Venetian apartment but don't find my Turkish tenant at home. I then go to check his room and find my girlfriend's old wooden closet in between the two beds. My girlfriend is also in the apartment  and she wants me to move it but I tell her I don't want to do physical work anymore.

I am in my vegetable garden in the mountains plowing the land. My neighbour's wife sees me and invites me to come up to their house for a refreshment. I do so and she makes me seat on a sofa in a small room. I then wait and she comes with a slice of polenta and a slice of salami on top.

I am at a party in a small square and look at my stepfather dressing up like a high ranked military. As I notice his colleague also dressing up with a uniform I realize that my stepfather got changed again. He is approaching an old lady to greet her but I proceed him and give her a big hug.

I am in a car driving off the highway and see my son on a jeep. I pass him thinking that he saw me and wait for him before the entering back in the highway. He actually doesn't come and I have to call him to find out that he is playing video-games with his headphones on and didn't see me.

I am walking to my mountain apartment and find that an Indian family has rented above us. They are on the terrace but I don't talk to them and go straight inside with some fresh brioches. Our cat is inside and I put them on the staircase closing the glass door but he manages to get one.  

I am on a bus and shows my son a picture of a graffiti we just saw. It says something in Spanish and he looks at it but doesn't find it so special. I then translate the meaning to him and start crying but he is still not moved about it even though we were just there with the actual artist.

I am in the first floor of my barn in the mountains and remove the gyps panels I have just installed. Behind them I find a bookshelf I built to store my old diaries. There is actually a lot of cold air coming in and I realize that there are big holes facing outside that I will have to fill with plaster.

I am working on my computer trying to fill in an application to finance my project. They only require me to fill in one line but as I fill it in I am shown to the bottom of the page where there is a list of athletes who also received money. I then fond one that has a last name similar to mine.

I am seating in the courtyard of my mountain village with my neighbour and a girl. She is also a local but tells me that she wants to live inside the village of an American corporation. I then tell her I only want to live in our village and show her my barn although it looks very small from the back.

I am walking with my girlfriend in a desert and reach a train station. I then realize that we are in an Indian city and buy a cheap ticket to go back to another one. As we get on the train and it starts moving I see that the city is very beautiful with houses built in the rock and it was worth visiting.

I am walking up an old town staircase an hear the American president on the top. He is announcing on the national radio that I was wrong saying that my tomb should be made of iron because I will never afford it. I then reach him and get his microphone to announce that I can use less iron.

I am in a small church looking at a beautiful painting. My Polish friend is also there and tells me about a chapel upstairs. We then go but I have to pay for him as well. We have to go up a staircase and find that it is only a modern room with a projection and performers dancing in the space.

I am biking with my son but he is very slow. I then wait for him at a crossing and he passes me turning the wrong way. I show him we have to go straight and he goes fast in front of me but end in the wrong tunnel. It gets very low and at the end of it we find an abandoned modern art museum.

I am with my girlfriend in our mountain apartment. She actually saw a snake inside it and we start preparing mouse traps to kill it. I try to charge one but the quality is quite bad and all the components are not holding together. I manage to put it in a hole but realize that the snake is a cat tale.

I am in a field at night playing volleyball with a team against a much stronger team. It is my turn to hit the ball but it is too low. The other team also sends the ball out and I get to serve again. I actually realize that the ball is a toy bomb and throw across the net this time scoring a point.

I am on a bridge with a girl who feels distressed and wants to get naked. I then start touching her and she begins to calm down but then the cops comes and we run across the bridge and into a small shop. There we think of making love but the owners see us and we have to beat them up.

I am walking in a park after a big festival. There are still people who spent the night there and are waking up. One of them is really fat and have a kid on his side. I actually see him drinking more beer and then telling him his kid to follow him to the car even though he is too drunk to drive. 

I am in a small room with two beds on each side of the wall. I actually need to find a place for my girlfriend and I to sleep and I realize that there is another room. I go in and find that is a bit bigger but the setup is the same with two small beds on opposite sides and no space to put a bigger bed.

I am on an airplane with my colleagues and show them where our boat will arrive at the end of our trip. It is a small peninsula in the south but the plane keeps going north and I tell them that there is nothing interesting there to see but a Dutch city with a beautiful modern church.

I am walking in a city and come to a bridge where a man is laying on the ground. There is actually ice on the street and as I help a passerby to pull him up I realize that he is wearing ski-boots to ice-skate. He goes slowly down the bridge while other people with boots come skating up very fast.

I am at my family dentist when the secretary arrive to inform me that they will have to do a major operation. The cost is very high but they managed to get the insurance to pay entirely for it. I don't understand but then realize that they will also do surgery on the top part of my brain.

I am looking at my phone and get several messages from a group belonging to a philosophy department. I then realize that my parents got me connected to them to do another doctorate. The director writes that they really welcome students that have their own funding and his colleagues agree.

I am driving down a mountain and meet my stepfather driving up. I manage to greet him and reach a villa that is used as a shelter. I walk through it and realize that it is very beautiful with many precious objects. As I manage to go through it I find my mountain neighbour waiting for me.

I am in a shop talking to one of the assistants who starts talking about my girlfriend. I then realize that they are colleagues and follow her in the middle of the shops where she starts arranging some plastic boxes. I then get to know that my girlfriend stopped working there because of me.

I am walking back at night to my mountain apartment and write a message to my old neighbour. I actually know that he is under trial with his sister and find her inside the apartment with my mother. She brought a special mouse to navigate the television but my mother cannot use it. 

I am outside a big school and see my girlfriend getting interviewed by an Italian journalist. As I walk towards them I realize that they look similar but they soon depart. The journalist went inside the school and I try to follow her but her assistants tell me that she doesn't want to interview me. 

I am getting inside my Venetian apartment and enter a bedroom. I then realize that a Korean girl and her mother are still in the room even though they had to check out in the morning. As I try to access a closet the girl stand up and I ask if I can photograph her face with green eyes.

I am in a kitchen with my dead grandfather. He is quite silent and I suddenly realize that he must be very old. I then hurry cooking for him and try to talk to him so that he does not fall asleep. He will have to drive a long way home and I ask him how are his neighbours but he doesn't like them.

I am in a studio making a square painting using many different colours to fill it up with small squares but it doesn't look so nice. Another artist tells me to try painting over a square section. I do so and it gets very nice but as I try again I realize that there are colour tubes inside each square.

I am in a park standing in a circle with other young people willing to become new ministers. I am offered to be the new cultural minister and I start talking about my programme but get immediately stopped by two guys. They are actually quite young and I start beating them with my boots.

I am in my son's country place and see that there are a lot of machinery. Some people I using caterpillars to make a new road through the fields. As I approach the farm I realize that the field where I want to build my cathedral is now covered with trees and they are too high to cut them.

I am at a big dinner organized in the main square of my parents' city. There is a French family sitting in front of me and see that they are eating food for free. They are very delighted and I also go to the bar to ask for a sorbetto. They almost ran out of it and can barely fill half a glass.

I am in an ancient city sitting on top of a stone sarcophagus. There are several other sarcophagus and notice that my old Swedish colleagues are standing next to another. They are saying that in one of the sarcophagus are the money that an handicap colleague got for her research.

I am in an Italian village looking for a job and find the announcement of a local. She is actually working as a hostess on a small airline and I realize that it will start flying from the village. She wants someone to be able to substitute her anytime and I think it would be too hard for me.

I am driving with my parents up a mountain and we pass a field with a sleeping bag. I then tell my parents how it belongs to the son of a rich industrialists. He has left everything behind to live in the mountains and I imply that I also want to do that but my stepfather starts driving very fast.

I am walking in a dark tunnel and finally see some light. I then hurry out and find myself in a luxury shop but a black security guard immediately puts some dark some glasses on me. I am then told to get out of the shop and I realize that the glasses are very expensive and I don't need to pay. 

I am outside a small factory and look at a young worker sealing a plastic sheet in the back of a metal lid. He is soon done and hands the lid to an older worker. They are actually assembling a new car and I tell him that it looks like mine. He tells me to get some cash so I can have some free oil. 

I am editing a webpage when a dialog comes up and ask me if I want a picture of me in a sleeping bag to be my profile picture. I actually need to answer it in order to continue editing and the only option is to approve. I then do so but I am sent at the bottom of the page and have to scroll up.

I am in a classroom with a group of professor evaluating my thesis. One of them is actually writing the grades on the blackboard and I intervene in my defense. I am quite convincing and the oldest professor gives me a high grade. He is actually a priest and stand up to give me a wafer.

I am walking through a mall and meet a girl who tells me that I will be part of a wrestling competition. I then realize that I have a lot of muscles but need something to train with. There is another wrestler blowing a balloon and I also decide to blow one and train with it but it explodes.

I am getting in a dormitory at night and reach the main bedroom. I then realize that there is one guy sleeping on the floor and all other beds are occupied. A guy is awake and tells me that I should sleep with a girl below but she is way too ugly. I then decide not to sleep for the night.

I am in the small attic of my mountain apartment talking to a neighbour's son. We actually see his aunt talking to another neighbour about me. We can also hear her complaining about me and I try to let her understand that I am nearby. She doesn't hear me and I try again much louder.

I am in a cafe at night and want to go out but there is a thunderstorm. Seating at a table with a friend is a teenage friend and she asks me to see if there is a way for them to go home. I then talk to the bartender but he tells me that the storm will not stop and they will close after midnight.

I am in my parents' city and meet with a friend of my best friend. He actually takes me inside an abandoned factory and I realize that there is a laundry machine in the end. Our clothes are there to be washed and we start collecting them. We then go out from the back but it is a dead end.

I am in the mountains with my neighbour's son. He actually shows me the damage that the strong wind has caused to my garage. I then think all the panels I put on the roof as flown away but they are still in place and only one is broken. Below my kid is playing with another kid in the snow.

I am with my girlfriend walking in front of a condominium and find a bag in front of a baby shop. She wants to leave but I see that there is a winter outfit for our baby and take it. There are even some abandoned small shoes but she tells me to leave and I only take one pair that looks the nicest.

I am in a small living room with my son watching a movie on a big screen. As it starts ending I stop watching it and look for my girlfriend. By the time we get back in the living room my son is watching a porn with naked young girls. He then explains that it is only a joke and he can't stop it.


